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This designer note page describes how to properly interpret the Texas Instruments (TI™)
TMS320C5x timing specifications to design an interface to memory and to other external
devices. Designing a high-speed interface between the TMS320C5x digital signal
processor (DSP) and memory or other parallel devices poses interesting circuit design
considerations. The ‘C5x device data sheet provides a wide variety of timing
specifications for various aspects of device operation. Proper interpretation of these
timing specifications is critical to ensure that timing requirements are met over all
conditions of read and write operations without excessively constraining the design to a
higher speed interface than necessary.
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Design Problem
How do I properly interpret the TMS320C5x timing specifications to design an interface to
memory or other external devices?

Solution
Designing a high-speed interface between the TMS320C5x DSP and memory or other
parallel devices poses some interesting circuit design considerations. The ‘C5x device
data sheet provides a wide variety of timing specifications for various aspects of device
operation. Proper interpretation of these timing specifications is critical in order to ensure
that timing requirements are met over all conditions of read and write operations without
excessively constraining the design to a higher speed interface than necessary.

The key timings involved in the ‘C5x external parallel interface are those for the address
and data busses, the control outputs CLKOUT1, STRB, RD , WE , and W/R , and the
ready input. When designing an interface, timing requirements for data and ready inputs
must be satisfied based on the address and control outputs. Since some switching
characteristics and timing requirements are specified with respect to only one or two key
control signals, interface design often requires establishment of timings between any two
arbitrary interface signals. This is usually accomplished by first considering the control
signal timings.

Although timing between the control outputs does exhibit measurable skew, transitions
on these outputs are in fact generated by the same internal clock signals, and therefore
track each other extremely closely. Accordingly, for the purposes of interface, these
signals are considered to be coincident, and this is accounted for in the guardbanding
included in the device timing specifications. Therefore, timings referenced to equivalent
edges of one of these signals are considered to be equivalent. For example, in a read
operation, the required setup time of data before RD  going high can also be applied to
the falling edge of CLKOUT1 resulting in an equivalent requirement of data setup prior to
CLKOUT1 falling edge.

More specifically, for a read, the falling edges of CLKOUT1 are considered to be
coincident with the rising and falling edges of STRB, and the rising edge of RD . Also
during a read, the rising edge of CLKOUT1 is considered to be coincident with the falling
edge of RD .

For a write, the falling edges of CLKOUT1 are considered to be coincident with the rising
and falling edges of STRB and WE . Taking these equivalencies into account greatly
eases external interface design.
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An explicit demonstration of this aspect of interface timing interpretation can be observed
directly by considering the READY signal timings as presented in the ‘C5x data sheet (TI
document #SPRS030). Note that READY timing requirements are specified as
referenced both to CLKOUT1 and to RD . READY timings must be specified in this
fashion since when beginning a series of wait states, RD  remains low, so using this
signal with which to reference READY timings in a design is not possible. The READY
timings with respect to CLKOUT1 are required as a reference with which to control
READY to complete the cycle. The fact that illustrates the above discussion of timing
specification equivalencies is that the READY timings on the data sheet with respect to
RD  are identical to the READY timings with respect to CLKOUT1. (Recall that it was
stated that edges of RD  are considered to be equivalent to edges of CLKOUT1.)
Numerous other examples of this can be found in the ‘C5x device timing specifications.

Note that the timing interpretations discussed here apply only to ‘C5x devices, and not to
all TMS320 family members. Interface to other TMS320 family members must be
considered independently in their own light.

Data Timings

When designing an interface to ‘C5x devices, one of the main considerations is the
proper approach to determining required data timings when performing a read operation.
Data valid timings, as well as several other interface timings, may be derived using more
than one approach. Not all approaches to deriving an interface timing are valid; some
may result in improper timings, while others can result in an interface which is
excessively constrained, and causes an interface to be unnecessarily over-designed (i.e.,
using higher speed components than necessary).

In general, there are potentially three ways to determine interface timing between two
signals. If the timing of interest is specified explicitly, this is the most accurate
specification of the timing, and deriving the timing through any other method generally
produces an excessively constraining specification, and is therefore not recommended.

The next most accurate approach is to derive the required timing by referencing a timing
which is specified with respect to an equivalent control signal. Since, as described above,
there are several equivalent control signals on the ‘C5x device, using this approach
generally produces most additional timing specifications that are required, but that are not
explicitly specified.

The third possible approach to deriving timing specifications is to add and subtract
specified timings to calculate the required timing as the sum or difference of several of
the existing device timings. In this case, however, maximum and minimum values, which
are worst-cased in the opposite directions, can potentially cause the interface to be
excessively conservative. This method is not as accurate as the other two approaches
and should be used only if no other approach is possible.
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In order to illustrate the potential pitfalls of this approach, consider attempting to
determine the read data access time from address by adding tsu(AV-RDL) and ta(RDL-
RD). The net result of this sum should yield the data access time from address, but the
summation produces 2H-12, rather than 2H-10, which is the actual ta(RDAV)
specification. Therefore, if the calculated time (rather than the explicitly specified time) is
used to design an interface, memories with a 2 ns faster access time than necessary
might be chosen. As mentioned above, making this calculation is unnecessarily
constraining since the signals involved track each other and all of the specified device
maxima and minima do not occur at the same time on the same device. Accordingly, this
approach to deriving interface timings should be used only if no other approach is
possible.

Since read data timings on the ‘C5x device are specified directly in three different ways,
interface design is simplified. The three read data valid timing requirements are: read
data access time after address (ta(RDAV)), data access time after RD  falling (ta(RDL-
RD)), and data setup time prior to RD going high (tsu(RD-RDH)). As described above,
since data timings are specified explicitly, attempting to derive data timings as the sum or
difference of other specified timings should not be done. It should also be noted that
since each of these timings is tested explicitly and independently on each device during
the manufacturing process, only one out of the three timings need be met. Therefore, if
any one of these timings is met, although the other timings may appear not to be met, the
interface still functions properly.

SRAM Interface

As device clock rates increase, interface at high speed requires increasingly more
sophisticated interface design, due to subtleties in timing requirements. If accessing only
one bank of SRAM is required at zero wait states, the approach presented in Designer’s
Notebook Page (DNP) Number 45 can be used, and the access time required for the
memory used is dictated simply by the ‘C5x address access time (ta(RDAV)).

Figure 1.  DNP 45 Memory Interface Approach

                                                                                                        Additional
                                                                                                        Decoding
                                                                                                        (Optional)

                                                 TMS320C5x                                          RAM

                                                              STRB                             1CE               2CE

                                                                W/R                              WE

                                                                                                      OE
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Note that in the circuit shown, if the additional decoding is used on the second chip select
input, this signal must be static during RAM accesses or the delay presented by this logic
fundamentally impacts the RAM access time as perceived by the ‘C5x, since this delay is
directly in series with the access. Accordingly, if full speed with zero wait state
qualification of CS is required, then DNP 45 does not provide a glueless interface. Also,
if the RAMs used do not implement an additional chip select input, then any device select
decoding must be directly in line with the device therefore also additionally constrains the
access time (faster memory is required).

In order to design an interface to take fullest advantage of RAM access time, while still
maintaining capability to be selected at full speed with zero wait states on the basis of an
address bit or an address-related signal such as IS/DS/PS  without negatively impacting
access time, a different approach to the interface is required.

To do this requires three things: allowing an ungated address bit or address-related
signal to drive RAM CS, providing an appropriate WE  signal, and also ensuring that OE

is properly controlled. Since using an address or space select signal for CS does not

allow use of the CS controlled write cycle as used in DNP 45, the ‘C5x WE  signal must

be used for the RAM WE , and an appropriate OE  control signal must be generated.
Proper implementation of the output enable function is critical since otherwise data bus
conflicts can arise due to overlap between read and write cycles when the ‘C5x and the
memory device are driving the data bus at the same time, which is not allowable.

In the DNP 45 circuit, output enable control is provided because the RAM CS and WE
inputs both gate output enable, and therefore, even though output enable is grounded,

outputs are only enabled when the RAM is selected and W/R  is high. However the

circuit does not allow any full speed qualification of the RAM CS without degrading the
access time. Additionally, for some memories whose access time allows their use with
the ‘C5x, output enable timing specifications do not allow RD  to be used for OE
function. For example, the 5 ns output enable time of a 10 ns SRAM is not fast enough to
meet the device timing requirement of H-6 or 4 ns with a 50 MHz CLKOUT1 rate.

Figure 2.  Improved Circuit Diagram
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To properly control output enable, a STRB-related signal is generated which occurs only

when W/R  is high, therefore implementing the equivalent of the WE  signal which occurs

for read cycles. This signal is then used to drive the RAM OE  input. Although external
logic is required, since this logic is not in direct line with the RAM access time, this logic
need not be particularly fast, and therefore can be implemented in an inexpensive PAL-
type device, or in discrete logic. Therefore, since the OE  control is generated

significantly earlier than if RD  were used for this function, much more timing overhead is
provided, therefore allowing this interface to easily meet ‘C5x device timing requirements
with RAMs with access times up to the maximum ta(RDAV) specification.

Using this approach, RAM CS input can be driven by an address-related signal and still
maintain access time requirements. This allows the RAM to be able to be distinguished
from other devices in the system without requiring any decoding logic to be used in the
path with the chip select input and therefore impacting access time. However, note that
depending on what other devices may be present in the system, if the RAM is accessed
contiguously with other devices, data bus conflicts may occur if the other devices are
either too fast or too slow in getting on or off of the data bus. Therefore, timing of other
devices in the system must be compared with RAM timings in order to ensure that bus
conflicts do not occur. If bus conflicts with other devices in the system can occur, this can
be avoided either by examining and adjusting the sequence of instructions in the code to
ensure that there are no contiguous accesses at bank boundaries, or by executing a
short segment of code internally before accessing the next device. Other techniques can
be applied in hardware to avoid bus conflicts, but these techniques can be more costly,
and are somewhat beyond the scope of this DNP.

Applying the concepts described above to design an actual memory interface, consider
the example of connecting a ‘C5x-100 device to an ISSI IS61C256 32Kx8 SRAM, with an
address/chip select access time of 10 ns and an output enable time of 5 ns.

For a read operation, before the cycle actually starts, W/R  is already high (and inverted

W/R  is low) preparing OE  to go low after STRB goes low [see Figure 3]. Therefore, as

the cycle begins, RAM CS and OE  both go low at approximately the same time
(depending on the OR gate propagation delay) and the read access time is determined
by the CS/address access time, since the output enable time is much faster.

Specifically, since the falling edges of CLKOUT1 are considered to be coincident with the
rising and falling edges of STRB and the rising edge of RD , the maximum allowable
delay for the OR gate can be calculated as 2H-(tsu(RD-RDH)+tOE(RAM)). This yields 9
ns. Therefore, for this interface, with a 20 ns ‘C5x cycle time, the 10 ns RAM address
access time and the 5 ns output enable time, any gate faster than 9 ns satisfies the ‘C5x
requirements for proper read operation.
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Figure 3.  Read Timing Diagram

For a write operation [see Figure 4], all interface timings are also easily met. Since the
RAM OE  is only asserted when STRB is low and W/R  is high, the RAMs outputs are
disabled almost a full CLKOUT1 cycle of 20 ns before the write cycle starts. This provides
more than adequate assurance that the ‘C5x and the RAM will not be driving the data bus
at the same time at the beginning of the cycle. The RAM minimum write data setup time
of 7 ns is met by the ‘C5x tsu(WDV-WEH) of 2H-12 or 8 ns.

The write data hold time with respect to WE  rising edge (th(WEH-WDV) provided by the
‘C5x of H-4 to H+7 or 3 to 17 ns easily meets the data hold time for this and most other
RAMs requirements of 0 ns. Since the maximum ‘C5x data hold time is also the effective
maximum bus drive time, this interface provides reasonable margin before a RAM OE
can be generated following a write operation. This guarantees that the ‘C5x and the RAM
will not be driving the data bus at the same time at the end of the write cycle. Other RAM
write timing requirements are also easily met by this interface.

Figure 4.  Write Timing Diagram
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